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*Significant Fire Potential per Predictive Service Area (PSA)

January - April 2023 North Ops Highlights


Weather outlook for Jan to Apr calls for mixed temperature & precipitation anomalies with
moist conditions during Jan & Mar and potentially drier during Feb.



Flammable alignments between live and dead fuels should be minimal or non-existent
during the next 4 months and long term drought may improve some.



Significant Fire Potential is Normal from January to April.
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Weather Discussion
The weather pattern during December was largely cool and moist
with three weak to strong Atmospheric River events. Most areas
received above to well above normal precipitation (Fig 1. Average
temperatures (Fig 2) were generally below normal. The most
impactful wetting events occurred during the last week of the month
(Fig 4). A weak dry northerly wind event occurred on the 15th,
otherwise no other dry-gusty wind events occurred. Lightning was
found on 9 separate days totaling nearly 300 strikes but
precipitation was associated with them.
La Niña (Fig 5) will likely transfer to ENSO neutral conditions during
the next 4 months while the negative Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO) weakens even further. Periods of a stretched Polar Vortex
and an active Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) will also continue.
Based on the predicted Jet Stream positioning and available
moisture feeding the Jet, January and March are likely to be more
unsettled with a drier February. Therefore, the 4 month outlook calls
for mixed temperature & precipitation anomalies (Fig. 10). Drygusty northerly and easterly wind periods should occur with normal
frequency during the 4-month outlook although a slightly higher
than normal frequency could occur during February.

Fig 3 – Drought Monitor

Fig 4 –7 Day Precipitation Accum.
ending 0400 Jan 1st

Fig 1 – Precip in Dec
(% of avg.)

Fig 2 – Temp in Dec
(% of avg.)

Fig 5 – Current ENSO state and
outlook
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Fuels Discussion
Both live and dead fuel moistures trended higher during December
with a solid growth of herbaceous fuels visible across the lower
elevations. Moisture within the snowpack also increased across
the northern and central Sierra with 100 to 105% of normal
reported on the 1st while 135 to 160% of normal was reported on
the 31st. The snow cover did vary during the month with
elevations as low as 2000 feet being impacted across the NW
Mountains. Warmer Atmospheric River events towards the end of
the month reduced the snow cover to elevations above 4000 feet.
Long term drought intensities lessened slightly (Fig 3). No critically
flammable fuel alignments are anticipated during the 4-month
outlook period.

Fig 6 – 1000-hr Fuel Moisture North Ops Composite for Dec 29th

Dead fuel moisture of all size classes generally increased during
December with near to above normal values during the entire
month. The 1000-hour dead fuel moisture chart (Fig 6) illustrates
near to a little above average values based on the blue line,
representing 2022 values, and the grey average line. Live woody
shrub moisture continued to rise slightly from their seasonal min's
during September & October and were becoming less flammable
although the cooler temperatures likely held back additional
moistening across the lowest elevations.
Herbaceous green-up was noticeable below 2500 to 3500 feet as
December progressed. Fig 8 illustrates the change in green-up at
two locations within the region. The density of cured carryover
herbaceous fuels has declined during the past few months thanks
to green-up, snow cover as well as frost/freeze and significant
wind/precipitation events. Fig 9 illustrates the herbaceous fuel
"melt" or density altering at two locations, thus lessening the
spread potential.

Fig 8 – Comparison from Nov to late Dec

Fig 7 – Snow Water Equivalent
December 31st

Fig 9 – Comparison from late summer to early winter
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NORTH OPS OUTLOOK
Fire business was light during December with generally 1 or less initial attack fires reported per
day and minimal growth. Prescribed burning was largely associated with piles but some small
understory burns were conducted. Long term drought will remain but should improve a little bit
during the next few months. Dead fuel moistures should spend a fair bit of time near or above
normal and not very flammable although some noticeable lowering could occur during February.
Flammable live and dead fuel alignments are not expected to occur during the next 4 months
thanks to a myriad of factors such as timely moisture intrusions, continued herbaceous greenup across the lower and eventually mid elevations and snow cover. Peak green-up should occur
during March and April across the lower elevations. Some gusty dry northerly/offshore wind
events will occur but they likely won't align with critically dry fuels. Timbered elevations found
between 3000 to 4000 feet may experience some modest fire activity during February or when
there is an extended 2 to 3 week dry period but that is the expected extent of anything
noticeable during the outlook period. The N. Ops significant fire potential outlook is normal.
Typically less than 1 large fires occurs from January to April for each PSA.

Fig 10 – Predictive Services 4-month Temperature and Precipitation Outlook
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